Celebrity
Couple
Kim
Kardashian and Kanye West
Spend Easter Weekend in Paris
By Andrea Surujnauth
Kim Kardashian and her beau, Kanye West, were seen strolling
around Paris on April 2nd looking at baby clothes for their
daughter who is expected to arrive in July. Kardashian, who
seemed to be getting a lot of heat for her outfit choices, was
wearing an all black ensemble that generously covered up her
growing baby bump reported UsMagazine.com. Critics have been
keeping a close eye on the reality stars outfits and making
comments every chance they get. However, Kardashian refuses to
let the comments bring her down. Kourtney warned me when you
become a mom and become pregnant, there will be this whole
new group of critics that will criticize me for everything you
do,” she said on Good Morning America on March 26. “If I wear
one color clothes, I’m in this kind of mood. Or if I wear
heels, they’re harmful.” The star went on to explain why she
doesn’t care for flats and would rather opt for the heels
instead. “You know what, they actually hurt my back. I love
high heels … Whatever makes me feel good, I want to wear. And
I love wearing heels. I’m trying the flats, but we’ll see.”
Kim and Kanye have reportedly been dashing around Paris all
week buying baby clothes. Just the day before, on April 1st,
the two were shopping at Bonpoint, a french children’s store.
On March 30th they were also spotted racing around the city in
a black sports car, once again shopping for their bundle of
joy.
What are some ways to involve your man in your nesting
process?

Cupid’s Advice:
Your carrying the baby, your feeding the baby, what’s your man
doing? Chances are he is eager to somehow get involved with
your pregnancy but there is really not much he can do until
the baby is actually born. How can you get him involved in
this stage of the baby’s life? Cupid has some suggestions.
1. Take child birth classes: Bring your sweetheart to
your childbirting classes. This way they will know what is
going on during delivery and they will feel like that are a
part of the experience.
2. Go shopping: Kanye and Kim have the right idea with this
one. Going shopping for baby clothes and furniture is a great
way to get your man involved with the pregnancy. This way the
two of you are spending time together and making important
baby-related decisions together.
3. Decorate: Decorating and setting up the nursery will help
your man feel involved with the baby preparations and he will
feel that his manly nature is being put to good use. Get him
to paint and put the furniture together so he feels needed.
How did your get your man involved with your nesting process?
Comment below and let us know!

